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Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Center
Guidelines for publication and authorship
These guidelines for ‘publication and authorship’ are intended to provide a description of the
conditions regarding eligibility for authorship, and to determine which order of authorship is the
most appropriate. In his/her department, the head of department is responsible for creating a
climate in which authorship and order of authorship comply as much as possible with the basic
principles of these guidelines.
1. Conditions for authorship
a. Each author must have made a substantial contribution to the creative concept, the design or
execution of the research described in the article and/or to the analysis or interpretation of the data.
b. Each author must have made a substantial contribution to the drawing up or critical assessment of
at least part of the intellectual concepts in the article.
c. Without prejudice to the specific responsibility for his/her own contribution, each author should
have given his/her approval for the final version of the entire manuscript.
d. One of the authors must take responsibility for the article in its entirety (in principle the author to
which any related correspondence is to be addressed).
e. Neither the routine provision of data or material nor the facilitation of financial resources justifies
co-authorship. A reference in the acknowledgements section to the contribution in question will
usually suffice.
2. Basic principles for determining order of authorship
a. Where possible, agreements regarding authorship should be made beforehand.
b. The first author is the researcher who has made the greatest contribution to the project, including
its execution: for example, a PhD student or postdoctoral fellow. The second author is the author
that has made the second most important contribution.
c. The last author has developed the key creative concept of the research and has supervised the
research. The last author is generally the research group leader. In this respect, the penultimate
author has played the second most important role. The head of department is not by default the last
author because of his/her position.
d. A shared first or last authorship is only possible in the event of equal contributions.
3. Affiliation
The author who has effected the publication in his/her capacity as researcher for the Radboud
University Nijmegen Medical Center must always list the following as the author’s affiliation:
Radboud university medical center, Institute, Department (optional), Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
For RIMLS: Radboud university medical center, Radboud Institute for Molecular Life Sciences,
Department of [name], Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
For RIHS: Radboud university medical center, Radboud Institute for Health Sciences, Department of
[name], Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
For DCMN: Radboud university medical center, Donders Institute for Brain Cognition and Behaviour,
Department of [name], Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
4. Supplementary authorship requirements
Potential conflicts of interest, ranging from third-party sponsoring to the financial interests of
individual authors (disclosure) must be included in the publication.

